We extend from one-dimensional to two-dimensional series the results by Hardy and Littlewood [6] on the Lr-integrability of the sum / and the results by Stechkin [10] on the L -integrability of the maximum partial sum M* in the case of cosine and sine series with monotone coefficients. Among others, we prove that the //-integrability of / and M* is essentially equivalent for r > 1 in the two-dimensional setting, too. Simultaneously, we extend our earlier results in [7] from one-dimensional to two-dimensional Walsh series.
Introduction
We will consider the double cosine series oo oo (1.1) y^ y^ À ¡kkajk cos jx cos ky where the summations are extended over j, k > 0 in the case of series (1.1) and (1.3), and over j, k > 1 in the case of series (1.2). By Holder's inequality, (0 < r < r < oo).
In the sequel, by ||^||f we mean the Lr-norm {fÔ Jq \g(x, y)\rdxdy} in the case of series (1.1) and (1.2), and {/0 /0 \g(x, y)\r dxdy} 'r in the case of series (1.3). Furthermore, by C we denote a positive absolute constant which may be different from place to place; by Cr, Cr we denote positive constants depending only on r(> 1).
2. An upper estimate in case r > 1
The following results are extensions of those by Stechkin [10] (in the case of r = 1) and the present author [7] from one-dimensional to two-dimensional series. where the aJk satisfy condition (1.4) and let M* he defined by (1.6). We assume that the fÂx) are uniformly bounded:
and that the sum of the first m functions f(x) (the so-called Dirichlet kernel in the case of series (1.1)) is such that
E/,o j=i < -(m> 1;0<jc< 1). It may happen that some of these sums are empty. As usual, an empty sum means In case (i) of Theorem 2 below we assume a00 = a 0 = aok = 0 (j', k > 1 ), and accordingly we require the fulfillment of ( 1.4) only for j, k > 1 this time. and by the present author [7] from one-dimensional to twodimensional series. We note that case (i) in Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of the results of [2] by D'yachenko and [8] by the present author.
Due to the first two conditions in (1.4) and condition (1.5), the first row in series (1.1) corresponding to k -0 (while dropping the factor A0 = \) converges, except possibly at x = 0 : oo J2 ¿jajocosJ* = f\ (x) > say-
7=0
By virtue of the one-dimensional result in [6] , for r > 1 we have OO pTi OO Cr}2 V2 * / \fx(x)\Fdx < C^a^J + ir1. and we have an analogous pair of inequalities as above. Similar estimates hold in the case of series (1.2) and (1.3) (see [7] concerning (1.3)).
We agree to denote by fx(x) and f2(y) the sum of the first row and the first column, respectively, in each case of series (1.1) (dropping A0 = 1/2), (1.2) (dropping siny or sinx, respectively), and (1.3). Combining Theorems 1 and 2 with the corresponding one-dimensional results yields the following Corollary 2. Assume that conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied and r > 1. Then the sums f(x, y), fx (x), and f2(y) belong to Lr if and only if Sr < oo.
In particular, M* belongs to Lr if and only if f, fx, f2 belong to Lr.
We need the two-dimensional version of an inequality of Hardy [4] (see also (ii) Let p and q be positive integers, and let F(x, y) he defined by (3.3) . It is known (see [9] In particular, the Ll-integrability of M* and M is equivalent.
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove it in the case of series (1.3). Clearly, if 0 < x < 2~p and 0 < y < 2~q then by definition of the Walsh functions 
